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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that is designed to function as a medium of
exchange. It uses cryptography to secure and verify transactions and to control the creation of new
units of a particular cryptocurrency. Basically, a cryptocurrency is a limited entry in a database that
cannot be changed unless certain conditions are met.
There have been many attempts to create digital currencies during the boom of the 90s
technology, with systems such as Flooz, Beenz and DigiCash appearing on the market but certainly
failed. There are many different reasons for their failures, such as fraud, financial problems and even
friction between company employees and their bosses.
In particular, all of these systems use the Trusted Third Party approach, which means that the
company behind them verifies and facilitates transactions. Because of the failure of these companies,
the creation of a digital money system was seen as a cause that was lost for a long time.
Then, in early 2009, an anonymous programmer or group of programmers under the alias
Satoshi Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin. Satoshi described it as a peer-to-peer electronic cash system. '
This is fully decentralized, meaning that no server is involved and there is no central control
authority. This concept is very similar to peer-to-peer networks for sharing files.
In our opinion a new invention or technology will be easily accepted if the invention or
technology is able to provide benefits that can be felt directly by all levels of society. Almost
everyone now knows Bitcoin and Altcoin, but only a few people understand the benefits that can be
provided with the existence of products from Cryptography and Blockchain technology. We believe
that if the benefits of all products produced from Cryptography and Blockchain technology can be
felt directly by all levels of society, the growth rate of Crypto-token users worldwide will increase
sharply.
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INTRODUCTION TOKEN SOCIAL NETWORK
The SCN project is Unique and the first of its kind - creating a decentralized peer-to-peer
market for globally traded commodities and finished goods and also decentralized exchange of
crypto-to-commodity assets as two of its main Ecosystems. Everything is supported by the
Blockchain Technology to provide Transparency, Security, Ease of Transactions, Better financial
settlement, and financial structure that is enhanced by the community for producers / producer
communities.
We are targeting this project to target lay people who have not known anything at all about
the world of Crypto-tokens and their application in everyday life. The approach used is designed in
such a way that the process of introducing and learning to ordinary people can take place easily,
pleasantly, profitably and regrow the spirit of cooperation and help in each individual directly
involved in this project.
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STELLAR DISTRIBUTED EXCHANGE
Implementing our Stellar Lumens technology makes it easy to move digital assets around the
world, fast, reliable, and also empower Satoshi's true vision.
The existence of SDEX or Stellar Distributed Exchange in the Stellar network is very
beneficial for us because the SCN Ecosystem Tokens that we form in communities automatically
become more complete. So, besides being able to be exchanged for products or services provided by
SCN Community members in Online Marketplace, Social Points obtained by community members
can also be exchanged with Lumens (XLM) coins or other tokens found on Stellar network using
SDEX clients such as : stellarport.io and interstellar.exchange.
The main reason we chose Stellar Network was because of the blockchain capability, network
and infrastructure that Stellar has, it was very possible for us to apply the strategies that we planned
compared to other Blockchain. On the Stellar Blockchain it tends to have stable prices, fast
transactions and light transaction fees.
Since the beginning Social Points are routinely given daily to SCN Community members
who fulfill the requirements, it is planned to be made in digital format. Through a long research we
finally decided to create an SCN Token that will be used as the Social Point on the Stellar
Blockchain.
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OUR VISION
We have a vision to build a crypto token ecosystem that can improve the lives of people
around the world. Cryptto token ecosystems will be built in each population area using communitybased approaches in the spirit of family and mutual cooperation.
We hope this token will continue to spin and provide various benefits that can prosper the
economy for the SCN community members
We want people in this ecosystem to at least not need to think about their basic needs because
there is a system that can meet those needs
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OUR MISSION
Our current mission is to form a community that can work together and benefit each other.
This mission is the first goal that will be done to realize our vision based on the conditions
and challenges that exist today.
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BLOCKCHAIN STELLAR NETWORK
After researching some of the existing Blockchain Networks, we decided to create an SCN
Token on Stellar Network. The decision was taken because Stellar Network has specifications and
supports technical matters that we need to carry out the planned strategies.
The Stellar ecosystem is also equipped with Stellar Distributed Exchange (SDEX), which can
be directly used by all tokens on Stellar Network.
Detailed information about Stellar Network and its ecosystem can be seen at
https://www.stellar.org/developers/guides/get-started/index.html.
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SCN DISTRIBUTION TOKEN

SUPPLY

Airdrop
PRIVATE SALE & ICO
Development
Team
Social Point
Event & Tipping

We make 3,000,000,000 SCN Tokens on the Stellar Blockchain Network where 70% of the total
supply will be distributed to each SCN member.
• Airdrop
We provide 2,000,000 (0.07%) tokens for new members and fill in the requirements needed in the
Google Form. Each member will get 100 SCN. Airdrop is distributed every Sunday until the
airdrop tokens run out.
• PRIVATE SALE & ICO
We have prepared 3.000.000 (0.10%) tokens for ICO and can be purchased at the SDEX market
such as stellarport, interstellar and stellarx.
• Development
About 100.000.000 (3.33%) we allocate for SCN Token development projects along with
operational costs
• Team
100.000.000 (3.33%) of the number of tokens allocated to the team
• Social Point
We prepare 2.750.000.000 (91,67%) tokens for SP for SCN holders.
• Event & Tipping
45.000.000 (1.50%) available for event & tipping
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SOCIAL POINT
SP or Social Point is a daily bonus that will be given to SCN holders. Every hold of SCN Token with
a minimum of 100 ballances will get a bonus of 1% (SP) every day and multiples apply. The bigger
the SCN ballance hold, the more SP. SP will be distributed every Sunday sent to Stellar wallet.
We provide this SP to SCN holders as a form of gratitude for buying or holding SCN Tokens on the
Stellar Wallet. Hopefully with the SP, it can prosper the holders or members.
SP can be used in the online Marketplace that we provide. In the online marketplace, members can
search for daily needs such as products and services provided by the Seller.
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ONLINE MARKETPLACE
Online Marketplace is used to accommodate and provide a place for members who have
products or services to be exchanged for Social Points. The exchange process is carried out directly
between members who have a Social Point with member members who provide products or services.
The direct impact with the flow of SP to Marketplace Online is the reduced flow of SCN Tokens
exchanged on SDEX. Meanwhile promotions continue to be carried out because the existence of the
Online Marketplace is an attraction that can make people easily decide to join the Social Network
Token
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Amazing Team

Muhammad Fazri
Ceo

Prasetyo
Logistic & Distribution

Priyono
Marketing

Suratman
Programer

Afsal Ahmad Audani
Consultant
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ROAD MAP

2017
Build up Team, Concept,
Analitics and Desaign Project

2018
Introduce Token, Airdrop,
ICO and Daily Bonus

2018
Expand Networks and
Communities by Register on
SDEX

Q2 2019
Launch of Digital Web
Payments for Communities
and White Book Released

Q4 2019
2 Billion Holder Tokens
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SUPPORT
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